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UMM Mission Statement 
The mission of UMM as an undergraduate, residential, liberal arts college is distinctive within the University of Min-
nesota. The Morris campus shares the University 's statewide mission of teaching, research and outreach, yet it is a 
small college where students can shape their own education. The campus serves undergraduate students primarily from 
Minnesota and its neighboring states, and it is an educational resource and cultural center for citizens of West Central 
Minnesota. Through its instructional excellence, its commitment to research, its numerous extracurricular programs 
and services, and its strong sense of community, UMM endeavors to achieve its place among the best liberal arts 
colleges in the nation. 
Cover Photo: Legacy graduates JoAnna Korn '05, Morris, (left) and Kate Beyer '05, Willmar, celebrated fol-
lowing Commencement 2005. Beyer, an English and environmental studies major, began a position in the office 
of Minnesota Attorney General Mike Hatch in May. Korn, a biology major, begins graduate school at the Uni-
versity of Nebraska Medical Center in August. Alumni parents are Tom Beyer '81, Kristen Beyer '81 and Judy 
Korn '95. 
Photo below: The east side of Science is beautiful in the spring with gentle green swells and pink flowering trees. 
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Becoming: The UMM of the 21st century 
-a message from Chancellor Sam Schuman 
Each fall, when I greet UMM's new first year students, I invite them to reflect upon the fact that they are at a moment 
of unusual openness and transition in their lives. For what may be the very last time, they are wholly free to reinvent 
themselves, to discard habits and aspects of their identity they repudiate, and to try to 
imagine what they want to become in the future. 
Colleges, too, have opportunities to define and move into their futures, although 
rarely as dramatically as first year students. As this issue of Profile documents, this is 
such a moment for UMM. Physically, our campus has changed remarkably in the 
past few years, and will be continuing to develop in the next few, as we complete the 
Social Science renovation project, the biomass heating/cooling plant and the new 
athletic field. Two areas covered in the pages that follow represent particularly 
exciting and dramatic moves for our college into its future. 
First is our development of several promising relationships and exchanges with 
China and Chinese colleges. Today, nearly forty percent of UMM's graduates have 
studied abroad by the time they graduate. We would like to see that number move 
toward one hundred percent! We need to strengthen and expand our traditional 
international opportunities in Europe, South America, and elsewhere around the globe (Australia, New Zealand, 
Russia, Korea, Japan, etc.) And, we have started to move vigorously to exchange students and faculty with institutions 
in China, with 1.3 billion people, the world's largest nation, and with an economy which is growing at the rate of over 
ten percent per year. 
In a report to the campus, I recently wrote of "the allure and excitement I find in dealing with the interchange between 
contemporary American and Chinese cultures. On two trips to China this year-my first ever to Asia-I have been 
both enchanted and mystified by this ancient country (we saw jades on display at the Shanghai museum which dated 
from the 20th century BC!) ... .I have never seen capitalism as rampant as in the last world power still to declare itself 
a communist people's republic. Mysterious and bewitching, occasionally frightening and often shockingly warm, 
hungry for interactions with the West yet supremely self confident and assured, China belongs in the collegiate 
curriculum of any student who will live her or his mature life in the 21st century." 
The second move into our future that merits special attention is our increasing focus upon alternative energy and 
locally based power. The wind turbine constructed by the U of M West Central Research and Outreach Center, which 
provides up to sixty percent of our campus electricity, is just the most visible initiative in this arena so far. Research is 
underway to develop means of converting wind power to hydrogen fuel, which could then generate electricity on the 
(rare) days when winds are too calm to tum the turbine. And, we could run on-campus service and utility vehicles 
using hydrogen power (currently, our motor fleet includes hybrid gas-electric vehicles). Our new biomass plant will 
heat and cool our campus using local agricultural by-products, such as com stalks or waste wood, and move us away 
from dependence upon imported petroleum-based products. Additional wind turbines could generate even more 
electricity, and make our region and campus an exporter of power. Working with the city of Morris and with local 
agricultural industries, we can explore opportunities for methane production, capture and use. And, as we take these 
exciting steps, students and faculty on campus can do research in energy production and consumption, and can use the 
campus as a laboratory to study this dynamic and important new area. 
The last few years have been a time of challenge in higher education generally, and in Minnesota particularly. Legisla-
tive support has been less certain, and in several years has declined sharply. Colleges and universities have been 
subject to sharp political criticism. Many schools have reacted to such pressures by retreating or withdrawing, by 
playing it safe. We suspect such institutions are protecting their status for the twentieth century. UMM has reacted by 
moving vigorously forward. We are determined to create the 21st century version of our college. By doing so, curi-
ously, we will be most true to our heritage of boldness, vigor, innovation and leadership. 
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Robert "Bob" Menzhuber Scholarship honors 
a lifetime commitment to art and to students 
As a 6' 11" stand-out basketball and tennis 
player in high school, Robert "Bob" 
Menzhuber drew attention from numerous 
Midwest college and university athletic 
programs. However, his athletic skills and 
agility were not his only attributes. Bob had 
both a talent and a passion for art and his 
inherent need to express himself through art 
drew him to the University of Minnesota, 
Morris, to UMM's art program and profes-
sors, and to the studios in the then-newly 
constructed Humanities Fine Arts building. 
After graduating, he dedicated his entire life to inspiring others to 
explore and engage in art. The Robert (Bob) A. Menzhuber 
Scholarship, established by Mike and Barb Menzhuber in his 
memory, honors Bob's spirit to serve and to create. 
Growing up with the arts, athletics and academics 
Bob grew up Crookston, Minnesota, in a fami ly where academ-
ics, athletics and the arts blended to form a way of life. Parents 
Bill and Ruth were athletes, coaches and educators. Bill taught 
agricultural engineering at the U of M Northwest School of 
Agriculture and then became the University of Minnesota, 
Crookston's first director of plant services when the college 
opened in 1966. Ruth worked as the 
bookstore manager for the college and also 
taught in the physical education program. 
Bob, along with his brother Mike, spent 
much time on campus, working on the 
grounds crew during the summers, 
attending cultural events, and cheering on 
the Golden Eagles. 
At an early age, Bob demonstrated an 
interest in and talent for art by drawing 
characters from cartoon shows. His parents encouraged that 
interest and talent by providing Bob with art books and other 
instructional materials and by the time he was in seventh grade 
he had already progressed to oil paintings. 
Athletics at UMM 
With his parents ' blessings, Bob waved aside athletic scholarship 
offers at other schools and enrolled at UMM as an art major in 
the fall of 1971. But athletics continued to play a major role in his 
life. He participated on the Cougar basketball, tennis, and track 
and field teams. Bob's interest in athletics also extended past the 
playing field and to the classroom where, in addition to his studio 
art degree and education licensure, he earned a certificate in 
coaching. 
A lifetime of studying, 
creating and teaching art 
"UMM was the perfect school for 
Bob," reflects Mike. "His artistic 
talent was always there, but it was 
nurtured at UMM. He spoke highly 
of the faculty and they exposed him 
to new ideas and new ways of 
thinking." 
Randall Kelley '76 remembers 
working side by side with Bob in 
the HFA studios: "Bob was a very 
talented guy who mostly had to be taught 
when to stop. He was friendly, as open to 
criticism as to praise, and as nice a guy as 
you could meet." 
Bob graduated in 1976. He made his 
way to the podium wearing a sports jacket 
and wildly patterned slacks rather than 
the traditional cap and gown, mischie-
vously enjoying his mother 's mild 
disapproval. "Bob proudly wore a blue 
sapphire UMM class ring on his huge hand all his life," states 
Mike. "He was so very proud of going to college in Morris." 
After graduation, Bob accepted a position teaching art at 
May-Port High School in Mayville, North Dakota. Teaching 
came as naturally to Bob as creating art. Over the years, his 
ability to get students interested in art and his drive to create new 
curriculum in areas such as ceramics and sculpture, enabled him 
to expand the art program to every grade level at the school. 
Bob explored a variety of themes and styles in his art as shown 
by the three examples above and to the left. The center painting 
is one in a series he worked on for several years that involves 
alien-like creatures in everyday settings like a basketball team 
on the sidelines (shown), students in the classroom, or execu-
tives around a conference room table. 
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As Bob encouraged his students to experiment, he too 
expanded his body of creative work using a variety of medi-
ums--oil painting, sculpture, ceramics, etchings and photogra-
phy. He explored diverse themes from pastoral landscapes, to still 
life, to a series of real life situations and settings peopled with 
alien-like characters. He enjoyed experimenting with techniques, 
at one time painting with Kleenex tissues. He modeled for hi s 
students unlimited possibilities for artistic expression. 
Service to community 
In addition to his teaching, Bob coached both boys and girls 
basketball teams at May-Port High School and was a part of the 
coaching staff for two boy's state high school basketball champi-
onship teams. Bob also served as an advisor to the jr. class and 
annually lent hi s artistic talents to creating backdrops for Christ-
mas programs and proms. 
Bob was active in the community and served on numerous 
community boards and committees. He was also active in his 
church, serving both as a youth leader and a participant in 
church-sponsored musical programs that performed at other area 
churches. 
In addition to school and community involvement, Bob was 
active in the North Dakota State Art Teachers Association, 
serving in several leadership positions including president. He 
received a Congressional Award for his contributions in develop-
ing the annual Governor 's Art Show. 
Scholarship continues commitment 
Bob was pursuing a master 's degree in fine arts at the University 
of North Dakota when, in the spring of 199 I , he contracted a rare 
neurological disease. After two years battling the illness, he 
passed away in the fall of 1993. 
The scholarship established in Bob's memory provides 
financial assistance to aspiring student artists at UMM. "Al-
though Bob's time was cut short," states Mike, "this scholarship 
in his name will ensure that his mission to assist and encourage 
students in their art education pursuits will continue." The Robert 
(Bob) A. Menzhuber Scholarship honors Bob's lifetime commit-
ment to the study and creation of art and his service to students. 
Bob's parents captured this photograph of Commencement 
1976. A few weeks later, Bob (center) would become a teacher 
and begin a lifetime of sharing his love of art with students. 
A message from Maddy Maxeiner, 
associate vice chancellor 
for external relations 
Greetings and welcome to another issue of 
Profile, a compendium of news and 
.._ ___ .l,____:w interesting stories offered for your reading 
enjoyment. Articles about students, faculty, 
and staff whose energies and talents make UMM hum with 
pride are reported inside, along with announcements of 
special events and those significant milestones that help 
UMM stride toward a bright future. 
We are a hard-working lot at UMM. But that's not enough to 
make these great things happen! You play a precious role in 
supporting the life of our campus community. For example, 
during each legislative session, our elected representatives 
hear from parents, alumni and friends about the value of 
UMM. As another example, student recruitment efforts rely 
on your good "word of mouth" recommendations along with 
public awareness of UMM's distinctive mission and afford-
able excellence. Thank you for helping to spread the word. 
Your gifts to UMM provide critical financial support in 
literally thousands of ways. Gifts this year are helping to fund 
scholarships, academic programs, the library, athletics, 
achievement awards, student organizations, the LaFave 
House, both faculty and student research opportunities, 
faculty and student travel, alumni programs and services, and 
memorial trees and benches for the campus grounds. Is it any 
wonder that your imaginative generosity is becoming one of 
our most highly prized assets? 
For example, this year UMM has received ten new endowed 
scholarships that qualify for University of Minnesota Presi-
dent Bob Bruininks' "Promise of Tomorrow" matching funds . 
These new scholarships will touch students ' lives in perpetu-
ity, as scholarship endowments last forever. We are grateful to 
these donors and to all of our scholarship donors for their 
thoughtful gifts. 
Every time you speak well of UMM, recommend us to a 
prospective student, or make a financial contribution, you are 
helping UMM to become the best. And each student who 
benefits from your support takes one step closer to becoming 
the kind of educated citizen our world needs. 
You make a difference here! 
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Exchange between Chinese universities and UMM evolves 
In April, Chancellor Sam Schuman and 
Jennifer Falzerano '03, admissions 
counselor, traveled to China to explore 
exchange options with Chinese universi-
ties and to encourage Chinese students to 
consider studying at UMM. Hong Yang, 
representing the U of M China Center, 
accompanied them, as did Nancy 
Schuman. The travelers report that the trip 
was enjoyable, informative and exception-
ally productive for UMM. 
university to attract students from this 
area of China." 
The assemblage also met with 
Beijing Union University 's vice president 
and international education director. 
Home to 14,000 undergraduate students, 
the university offers inexpensive summer 
programs for international students which 
may provide exciting May term possibili-
ties for UMM students who wish to study 
Chinese language and culture. A general 
accord of cooperation was signed between 
the two campuses. 
At Shanghai University, the group 
met with international programs represen-
tatives on their impressive new campus. 
The university enrolls about 25,000 
undergraduates and offers a considerable 
number of English courses. 
Near Shanghai, the travelers visited 
the city of Jiashan and met with Mayor 
George Shen, a U of M China Center's 
Sam Schuman, UMM chancellor, and Liu 
Xin-Chen, Capital Normal University vice 
president, signed an agreement to explore 
possibilities for student exchanges. 
The impressive Capital Normal 
University in Beijing is also eager to 
establish an exchange with UMM. They 
proposed sending a delegation of faculty 
and administrators to Morris in the near 
future. 
leadership program participant. He invited UMM students to visit 
Jiashan this summer, noting that all program, housing and food 
costs would be paid by their city. The invitation has been ac-
cepted, and twelve UMMers are preparing for this amazing 
opportunity that will serve as a pilot project for an exchange 
program. While there, the students will teach English in the high 
school and stay with families from the community. Falzerano and 
Min Zhou, assistant professor of German, will accompany the 
students. 
"We will be establishing a strong relationship with a high 
school that sends most of its college-age students abroad to 
countries such as Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, France and 
Australia," shares Falzerano. "We are hoping to be the first U.S. 
From left: Nancy Schuman, Bria Knutson '02, English teacher 
at the University of Shanghai; Jennifer Falzerano '03, UMM 
admissions counsellor; and Sam Schuman, UMM chancellor vis-
ited at a restaurant in Shanghai. 
The travelers visited several second-
ary schools where they distributed UMM admissions materials 
and spoke with high school students and headmasters. They 
enjoyed a dinner meeting with the Shanghai chapter of the U of 
M Alumni Association. The UMM representatives were also 
pleased to visit with Bria Knutson '02, Falzerano's former UMM 
roommate, in Shanghai where she taught oral English classes to 
students and professors at the University of Shanghai for Science 
and Technology during the 2004-05 academic year. 
"I am enchanted and mystified by this ancient country that 
today is home to more than one in five of the world's inhabitants 
and possesses the globe's fastest growing economy. China 
belongs in the collegiate curriculum of any student who will live 
her or his mature life in the 21st century," states Schuman. 
From left: Hong Vang, U of M China Center director; Tanya 
Tan, Foreign Affairs Office deputy director, Shanghai Univer-
sity; Sam Schuman; Jennifer Falzerano '03; Sherry Zhang, lec-
turer and chief of International Relations, Shanghai University 
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2005 David Minge Internships Awards presented 
Cassie McMahon '07, East Troy, Wisconsin, and Tim Lindberg 
' 06, Roseville, received the 2005 David Minge Internship Awards 
which support students serving in Washington, D.C. internships 
that provide opportunities to learn about federal public policy. 
McMahon is interning with Envirocitizen which seeks to 
replenish the environmental movement with a diverse base of 
innovative emerging leaders. Lindberg is interning with the 
National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty which serves 
as the legal arm of a nationwide movement that seeks to prevent 
and end homelessness. 
From left: Cassie McMahon '07, Paula O'Loughlin, associate 
professor of political science, and Tim Lindberg '06 
UMM and Morris community 
receive $400,000 U.S. HUD grant 
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
awarded a three-year Community Outreach Partnership Center's 
(COPC) grant totaling $400,000 to the University of Minnesota 
for the benefit of the community of Morris. UMM's Center for 
Small Towns will administer the grant that reaffirms the campus 
and community partnership under a program titled "Adapting to 
Change: Managing Urbanization in Rural America." 
An initiative of HUD's Office of University Partnerships, the 
COPC program recognizes the tremendous physical and 
economic resources of America's colleges and universities, and 
acknowledges that the knowledge, creativity and energy of 
faculty and students are vital to locally based efforts to create 
stronger, healthier communities. The Morris project will be 
guided by a Community Advisory Committee of about forty local 
citizens and will include work on issues surrounding housing, 
economic development, community organizing and neighborhood 
revitalization. 
Morris is the smallest community ever to be awarded a 
COPC grant in the ten-year history of the program, and one of 
only four in the state of Minnesota. Tom McRoberts, Center for 
Small Towns and Continuing Education and Regional Programs 
interim director, notes that the UMM/Morris partnership will be a 
model for other communities facing important issues relevant to 
smaller towns and cities. 
UMM emerging as alternative energy campus 
-Minnesota Governor Tim Pawlenty commissions wind turbine 
The U.S . Department of Energy and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency have honored 
UMM with The Green Power Leadership Award, a competitive award that recognizes outstand-
ing green power commitment and achievement. 
UMM's award is the result of its commitment to wind energy. The campus purchases 60 
percent of its electricity directly from the U of M's Renewable Energy Research and Demon-
stration Center 's new 1.65 megawatt turbine located a few miles east of campus at the West 
Central Research and Outreach Center. Minnesota Governor Tim Pawlenty commissioned the 
230-foot turbine on Earth Day, April 22. 
The turbine is the only large-scale wind research instrument at a U.S. public university. In 
addition to suppling 5.6 million kilowatt-hours of power to UMM each year, it provides the 
foundation for an innovative wind-to-hydrogen research project. The turbine is a key step in 
integrating renewable energy into Minnesota's rural economy and strengthening renewable 
energy research and education. 
A second initiative will establish a biomass gasification system on campus to provide up to 
75 percent of campus heating and cooling loads. Greenhouse gas neutral, the system will use 
local biomass products instead of fossil fuels to reduce the use of natural gas and fuel oil. The 
state-of-the-art system will be used to conduct research on the emissions and production of 
syngas. The facility was fully funded in the 2005 Minnesota Legislature's bonding bill that 
Governor Pawlenty signed in Apri l, and the construction process is underway. 
A primary benefit of green power, like wind or biomass, is environmental protection. 
Voluntary green power users like UMM make a real difference environmentally by supporting the development of new power facilities 
that generate energy with significantly less air pollution and no net increase in greenhouse gas emissions. 
Photo above: Governor Tim Pawlenty (left) and Brian McClung, the governor's press secretary, below the newly commissioned 
wind turbine that generates 60 percent of UMM's electricity. Photo by Michael Cihak, Media Services 
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2004-05 J-{orwrs and .91..wards recipients 
Alumni Association Teaching Award 
Pareena Lawrence, associate professor 
of economics and management 
John Tate Award for Excellence in 
Undergraduate Advising 
Leslie Meek '89, associate professor of 
psychology 
Faculty Distinguished Research 
Award 
Seung-Ho Joo, associate professor of 
political science 
Mary Martelle Memorial Award 
Maggie Larson '88, special events 
coordinator and LaFave House manager, 
External Relations 
Outstanding Staff Awards 
William Eiler, senior heating control 
specialist, Plant Services 
Ann Kolden, executive administrative 
specialist, Division of Science and 
Mathematics 
Rose Murphy, associate administrator, 
Continuing Education 
Morris Academic Staff Award 
Karla Klinger, senior academic advisor 
Cesar Chavez Award 
Aida Martinez, Multi-Ethnic Student 
Program director 
Congratulations antf 6est wishes 
The following campus community mem-
bers have announced their retirements: 
Karla Klinger, senior academic advisor 
Lois Koehntop, principal accounts 
specialist 
Jeanne Purdy, instructor of English 
Dwight Purdy, professor of English 
Ruth Thielke ' 69, registrar and Office of 
the Registrar director 
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Blake honored with prestigious 
U of M President's Award 
As UMM's vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean from 
1979-1995, Elizabeth "Bettina" Blake's uncompromising desire 
for academic excellence and passion for the liberal arts lead the 
campus to its status as a nationally recognized public liberal arts 
college. This spring U of M President Robert Bruininks recog-
nized Blake's exceptional service and commitment to UMM and 
to the entire University of Minnesota by honoring her with the 
President's Award for Outstanding Service. 
Sam Schuman was Blake's replacement as vice chancellor 
for academic affairs when she retired in 1995. "I know first hand 
Blake the huge range of responsibilities and the profound challenges 
involved in what Dr. Blake called 'the best job at the Univer-
sity '," states Schuman. "Following in her footsteps , I had a unique chance to learn the 
consistent thoroughness and steady insight she brought to the position of chief academic 
officer at UMM. Her advocacy for our academic program and our faculty knew no 
bounds." 
Blake is an active citizen of the campus community, the community of Morris, and 
west central Minnesota. She served as a board member for the Stevens Community 
Medical Center, West Central Initiative, the Morris Developmental Achievement Center 
and the Arts Council of Stevens County. The UMM Retirees association has benefitted 
from her leadership skills as well as the Campaign Minnesota Faculty and Staff Commit-
tee. She was a founding member of Heritage Preservers, an area group with community 
building and heritage preservation goals . A former professor of French, Blake continues 
to serve students as a volunteer pronunciation coach. She initiated the French Poetry 
Reading Contest program at UMM. 
Meek '89 receives 
All-University Tate Award 
for Excellence in Advising 
Leslie Meek '89, associate professor of psychology, was awarded 
the 2005 John Tate Award for Excellence in Undergraduate 
Advising. The University-wide honor recognizes the 
contributions advisers make in helping students formulate and 
achieve intellectual, career and personal goals. Meek's own 
Meek 
UMM undergraduate experience shapes and informs the way she now advises UMM 
students. 
"To a great extent, my goals as an adviser are the same goals that are achieved by an 
education in the liberal arts," said Meek. "Academic advising with individual students is 
focused on ensuring that their education gives them a broad understanding of the world 
and its diversity, so that they can become informed, concerned, involved citizens. My 
advising also focuses on non-academic issues that are concerned with living a healthy 
life in which career, leisure, family and other commitments are planned and balanced for 
maximum life satisfaction. Effective advising goes beyond academic issues. The best 
advisers address issues that affect the student's current and future life." 
Meek advises thirty-one students in addition to a full classroom teaching schedule 
and related University and professional activities . She is the recipient of the University 
of Minnesota Horace T. Morse-Alumni Undergraduate Teaching Award and the 
Minnesota Psychological Association's Walter D. Mink Undergraduate Teacher Award. 
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Visiting professor touches 
campus with songs and stories 
From the moment the audience responded to her stories with voices 
raised in four-part harmony, the campus community knew that Dr. 
Bernice Johnson Reagon's time in Morris as UMM's first 
distinguished visiting professor would be a memorable experience. 
During her first public presentation in the Black Box Theatre 
on April 26, Reagon recalled her life's journey-from growing up Reagon 
in Georgia to her first civil rights protest and first arrest, from 
traveling with the Freedom Singers in the 1960s to a career as historian and curator at 
the Smithsonian Institution 's National Museum of American History. She shared a 
personal story in word and song that enlightened those who gathered. 
During her visit, Reagon lectured in three classes-The Civil Rights Movement, 
Multicultural Literature, 20th Century Music- and conducted UMM's combined choirs. 
Reagon's second appearance on April 28 was presented in the sanctuary of First 
Lutheran Church in Morris where she spoke on "Lessons in Living: The African 
American Spiritual Tradition" and inspired those assembled to again share in song. 
A founding member of Sweet Honey in the Rock, Reagon served as guest conductor 
and performed with students at the May 3 Choir concert. Several of Reagon 's own 
compositions were featured, including "Sometime," which showcased Alex Bertolas '06, 
Virginia, as soloist. 
"Dr. Reagon stressed that it was a love song and that it had to come from within," 
shares Bertolas as she reflects on her experience working with the visiting professor. "I 
practiced long and hard to get the rhythms exactly right just to hear her tell me to 'free it 
up.' But what she said made absolute sense. You can't just sing a love song. It isn't just 
notes on a page. You have to feel it and experience it. The harmonies and rhythms and 
energy were like nothing I had ever heard before. Working with her was a little 
intimidating at first. She may be small, but she is fiery and bursting with energy. 
Sometimes while we were singing, she would lean back, close her eyes , and her feet 
would tap, and you just felt so good knowing that the spirit was moving her through all 
of us. Morris doesn't experience music like that everyday. It was impossible not to be in 
awe of what she could do." 
UMM's Visiting Distinguished Professorship was made possible by a generous gift 
given to UMM by Bettina Blake, former vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean. 
Photo below: Choir members rehearsed with Reagon. From left: Alex Bertolas '06, 
Virginia; Pat Johnson '08, Hutchinson; Aram Eskridge '05, St. Paul; Bernice Johnson 
Reagon; Megon Seaton '07, Foley; Kim Buffington '06, Mound; Rachael Gilman '08, 
Stillwater. Photo by Brian Williams, Morris Sun and Tribune 
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UMM students 
receive award from 
Governor Pawlenty 
Students in UMM's American Govern-
ment class received the Minnesota State 
Student Service Award from Minnesota 
State Governor Tim Pawlenty for their 
involvement in the Kids Voting program 
in Morris. 
The award celebrates and recognizes 
Minnesota programs and organizations 
that involve students in community service 
and/or service learning. Cheryl Kuhn, 
service-learning coordinator with the 
Morris Area School District and commu-












Voting program for the service learning 
component for American Government 
visited local classrooms and taught 
students in grades K-6 about democracy 
and about the voting process. They also 
provided nonpartisan information about 
the candidates on the ballot. On election 
day, UMM students and members of the 
community served as election judges for a 
mock election for Morris Area Elementary 
School and Morris Area High School 
students. 
"The Kids Voting project allowed 
UMM students to put what they had 
learned in American Government into 
practice," said Kuhn. " The goal of Kids 
Voting is to increase future voter turnout 
by getting young people in the habit of 
voting and increase present voter turnout 
by making political participation a family 
experience." 
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2004-05 :J-{onors and .91..wards recipients 
Chancellor's Award 
Kathryn Sullivan, St. Paul 
Johanna Farmer, Spearfish, South Dakota 
Sara Kloek, Stillwater 
Curtis H. Larson A ward 
Sara Kloek, Stillwater 
Allen W. Edson A ward 
Johanna Farmer, Spearfish, South Dakota 
Mary Martelle Memorial A ward 
Isaiah Brokenleg, Seattle, Washington and 
Rosebud, South Dakota 
Scholar of the College Award 
John Alden, Hackensack 
Lonnie Bradford, Cromwell 
Adria Bykowski, Elk River 
Sandra Castro, Guayaquil, Ecuador 
William Cox, Fergus Falls 
Ellery Crane, Hopkins 
Johanna Farmer, Spearfish, South Dakota 
Adam Girtman, Prior Lake 
Anna Harrington, Stillwater 
Laura Hildreth, Grand Rapids 
Katie Larson, St. Cloud 
Tim Lindberg, Roseville 
Isaac Linenhan-Clodfelter, Lake Crystal 
Emily Loehr, Savage 
Sarah Lofgren, Thief River Falls 
Benjamin Peterson, St. Paul 
Jon Quarfoth, Arden Hills 
Samuel Redman, Red Wing 
David Robbin, Hutchinson 
Tiffany Roufs, Delano 
Kathryn Schwaderer, Palisade 
Geoff Sheagley, Minneapolis 
Kathryn Sullivan, St. Paul 
Laura Sullivan, Dellwood 
Joseph Swartz, Jr., Henning 
Tim Trometer, Tomball, Texas 
Mark Twesme, Osseo, Wisconsin 
Edith Rodgers Farrell Memorial A ward 
for Undergraduate Research 
Samuel Redman, Red Wing 
American Indian Salt Springs Treaty 
Cultural A wards 
Linsey McMurrin, Walker 
Delaine McKenzie, Northome 
Sara Dauphinais, Bottineau, North Dakota 
Heather Michaelsen, Richfield 
American Indian Salt Sp~ Teacher Scholarship 
Sandra Hall, Sisseton, South Dakota 
Edwin Isburg, Fort Thompson, South Dakota 
UMM Honors Program Recognition 
Elizabeth Jensen, Bloomington 
Ashley Laliberte, Crystal 
Chassidy Nelson, Buffalo 
David Robbin, Hutchinson 
Kay Saager, Poynette, Wisconsin 
Mary Schuh, Mandan, North Dakota 
Danielle Smith, St. Michael 
Laura Sullivan, Dellwood 
Abby Von Arx, Caledonia 
William R. Scarborough Memorial Award 
Katherine Nelson, Mankato 
Natalie Benoit Memorial Award 
Christina Meyer, St. Joseph 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS 
Graduation day weather provided the 
perfect opportunity to put into action 
several recurring commencement 
themes--celebrate challenges, stay 
flexible, have a plan. With snowflakes 
flying outside, plan B was implemented, 
and commencement exercises were moved 
inside the Physical Education Center. Sam 
Schuman, chancellor, remarked that 
Commencement 2005 would be long 
remembered for its wonderful graduates 
and for spring snow showers. 
Class speaker 
The members of the Class of 2005 chose 
Sara Kloek, Stillwater, as class speaker. 
Kloek's message focused on how one can 
view the unknown future as an obstacle or 
as an opportunity to celebrate change. 
"Let's embrace this uncertainty about our 
next adventures in life," she stated, "take 
the things we've learned and experienced 
at UMM and keep in mind, as Semisonic 
once put it, 'every new beginning comes 
from some other beginning 's end."' 
Kloek remembered orientation and 
Chancellor Schuman speaking to them as 
first-year students, encouraging them to 
reinvent themselves during their UMM 
careers. "These uncertainties we have 
today," she reflected, "much like day #1 at 
UMM, give us a perfect chance to reinvent 
ourselves and embrace who we are and 
who we are 
becoming." 
In closing, she 
illustrated her 
thoughts about Morris 
and UMM with 
another song. "Now, 
as we let this beginning end and move into 
a new beginning, full of the same 
uncertainty and excitement as before, 
don ' t forget UMM," stated Kloek. "In the 
words of John Mellencamp, ' I can't forget 
where it is that I come from, I cannot 
forget the people who love me, I can be 
myself here in this small town and people 
let me just be what I want to be.' Go out 
into the world, embrace the uncertainty, 
and reinvent yourself." 
Commencement speaker 
UMM was pleased to welcome back to 
campus Cy Thao '95. An artist and 
politician, Thao helped found the Center 
for Hmong Arts and Talent in St. Paul and 
served as its first director. Since 2002 he 
has represented District 65A as a 
representative in the Minnesota State 
Legislature. 
In his address to the Class of 2005, 
Thao remembered his UMM experience 
and also shared his personal story with the 
graduates. Born in Laos , Thao lived in 
refugee camps in Thailand with his family 
2005 graduates above: Liana Aube, Bemidji; Aaron Price, Minneapolis; Tony Heinen, 
Melrose; Katherine Nelson, Mankato; Kasey Loidolt, Grand Rapids. Inset: Sara Kloek, 
student speaker, Stillwater 
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for five years before coming to the United 
States. Life was not always easy but 
having a plan, even if it wasn ' t fully 
developed, helped him 
to stay focused and to 
reach his goals. "Write a 
plan," he stated. "I did. 
Just a couple goals that 
are do-able." He 
encouraged the 
graduates to have a 
timeline, as well, and to 
review it periodically as 
a motivation to 
"become what you want 
to be." 
Conferring of degrees 
Following the address, John Schwaller, 
vice chancellor for academic affairs and 
dean, presented the candidates for 
graduation, and Patricia Simmons, U of M 
regent, conferred degrees. Simmons stated: 
"No part of our job is more wonderful than 
being at graduation. UMM will serve you 
well. I recognize that it is the gem in the 
crown, sparkling." Juli Yauch Wagner ' 92, 
UMM Alumni Association secretary/ 
treasurer, welcomed UMMAA's newest 
members to the organization. 
In closing 
Commencement 
ceremonies drew to a 
close with the singing of 
the UMM Hymn led by 
Hope Koehler, assistant 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS 
professor of music, and written by Ralph 
Williams, professor emeritus of music. 
The UMM Concert Band accompanied the 
assembly with an 
arrangement composed 
by John Ross, assistant 
professor of music. 
Chancellor 
Schuman's final 
remarks recalled the 
words of the Greek 
lyric poet Pindar: You 
should become what 
you are. "Notice the 
incredible difference 
one word can make," 
Schuman reflected. "If 
Pindar had said 'you 
should be what you are,' or 'you should 
stay what you are,' he would have been 
advising passivity and complacency. But 
to BECOME what you are is a much 
different thing .... a liberal arts education is 
exceptionally useful in that it helps us to 
learn who we are; to understand, with 
realism and with ambition and with vision 
what we can, each of us individually, 
become." 
Above: Vincent Henning, Roslyn, S.D., 
receives congratulations from Sam 
Schuman, chancellor, and Patricia 
Simmons, U of M regent. Photo below: 
Simmons, Schuman and Cy Thao '95, 
commencement speaker. Inset: Juli Yauch 
Wagner '92, UMMAAsecretary/treasurer 
Photos by Nicole Herberg '07, Rockville 
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Dik Munson Art A ward 
Erica Bel.kholm, Braham 
Rebecca Phillips, Cleveland 
Lois P. Hodgell Printmaking Award 
Chris Anderson, Grand Rapids 
Art History Book A ward 
Amy Fox, Stacy 
Alycen Sletto, Alexandria 
Alumni A ward for Outstanding English Major 
Maria Brandt, Redwood Falls 
Keith Carlson Memorial Jazz Award 
Dustin Retzlaff, Morris 
Betty Peterson Memorial Accompanying A ward 
Terri Jo Schuft, Stewart 
Abbott A ward 
William Cox, Fergus Falls 
Jay Y. Roshal Award 
Eric Korman, Paynesville 
spdf Chemistry A ward. 
Ryan Turgeon, South St. Paul 
Freshman Chemistry Award 
Janice (Kyung-mee) Lee, Daegu, South Korea 
Mimi Frenier Award in Women's Studies 
Laura Knight, Chanhassen 
Ted Underwood Award in History 
Diana Giordano, Stillwater 
Joseph Swartz, Jr. , Henning 
Chris Berg Memorial A ward 
David Robbin, Hutchinson 
Gieske Academic A ward 
Johanna Farmer, Spearfish, South Dakota 
Sara Kloek, Stillwater 
Kristen Invie, St. Louis Park 
Dimitra Giannuli Memorial A ward 
Samuel J. Redman, Red Wing 
Schneider National A ward 
Kay Saager, Poynette, Wisconsin 
UMM Management/Economics Alumni Award 
Cassandra Yant, Andover 
Bos Undergraduate Research Awards 
Maria Brandt, Redwood Falls 
Isaiah Brokenleg, Seattle, Washington 
and Rosebud, South Dakota 
Adria Bykowski, Elk River 
Alex Carlson, Cottage Grove 
Sandra Castro, Guayaquil, Ecuador 
Joe Coyle, Minneapolis 
Dianne Desrosiers, Browns Valley 
Margaret Dobie, Mapleton 
Sarah Lofgren, Thief River Falls 
Peter Ray, Barrett 
Tiffany Roufs, Delano 
Kathryn Schwaderer, Palisade 
Laura Sullivan, Dellwood 
Atem Leke Tambo, Buea, Cameroon 
Gieske Internship Award 
Emily Loehr, Savage 
Owen and Frances Tate A ward 
Ruth Patten, Buffalo 
David Minge Internship A ward 
Tim Lindberg, Roseville 
Cassie McMahon, East Troy, Wisconsin 
Dean's Prize for Senior Studio Art Majors. 
Jacob Loetscher, New Ulm 
Rodney A. Briggs Library Student Art A ward 
Sara Herman, St. Paul 
Christy Meyer, St. Joseph 
Christopher Anderson, Grand Rapids 
Cesar Chavez Award 
. 
Isaiah Brokenleg, Seattle, Wash., and Rosebud, S.D. 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS 
Katie Sullivan: 
Fitting the pieces together 
As a small child, Kathryn "Katie" Sullivan, St. Paul, loved 
LEGO@ bricks. With bright colored plastic scattered around her, 
she'd proudly exhibit her creations and hear amazed adults 
remark: "You should be an engineer." That commentary heard 
repeatedly throughout her growing up years prompted Sullivan to 
begin her UMM career by enrolling in pre-engineering classes. 
"At the time, I didn't even know any engineers," she remembers. 
An interdisciplinary nature 
During her sophomore year, Sullivan changed her major to 
another first love-mathematics. She had excelled in accelerated 
math classes, including college courses, all through junior and 
senior high school. Pursuing a mathematics degree also allowed 
her to complete her undergraduate career at UMM instead of 
transferring. She had grown fond of this place where her 
interdisciplinary nature found a home studying math, computer 
science, studio art, statistics and environmental sciences. She 
even found time to compete with UMM's inaugural swimming 
team, and flourished as she delved into undergraduate research. 
Unknown territory in mathematics 
Sullivan's first research project in 2003 was titled "Minimum 
Sum Vertex Cover," an open problem in graph theory. Peh Ng, 
associate professor of mathematics and Sullivan's advisor, 
remarks that this notorious problem has stumped the world's most 
renowned experts in combinatorics, a branch of mathematics that 
studies finite collections of objects that satisfy specified criteria. 
Sullivan made excellent progress in the sense that she uncovered 
results for the problem when the graph has certain special 
structures. 
"Katie really developed the 'knack' for tackling open and 
difficult problems in mathematics," states Ng. "Her enthusiastic 
willingness to take on this challenge speaks to her undying love 
to fearlessly immerse herself in unknown territory in 
mathematics, an attribute that mathematicians and scholars 
appreciate." 
Improving algorithms 
During 2004 Sullivan completed an Undergraduate Research 
Opportunity Program project titled "The 
Pancake Problem: Improving the Bounds for 
Prefix Permutations" in which she improved 
current existing algorithms for the problem. She 
presented her results at the annual Joint 
National Meeting of the American 
Mathematical Society and the 
Mathematical Association of 
America in Atlanta, Georgia. 
States Ng: "I was at the 
meeting with Katie, and I can 
attest that her presentation was 
very well-received and her 
professionalism was impeccable." 
Smithsonian internship 
This spring Sullivan interned for ten weeks at the Smithsonian 
Environmental Research Center (SERC) in Annapolis, Maryland, 
working on a Chesapeake Bay research project. Using the 
quantitative tools of spatial analysis, statistics and mathematical 
modeling, the SERC team explores the role of wetlands in 
moderating nutrient transport, and the relationships between 
watershed geography and stream condition. They develop 
computer simulation models of nutrient cycling and transport in 
terrestrial systems, and then analyze the models to test current 
understanding and determine direction for further research. 
The Smithsonian project taps into many of Sullivan 's 
interests, including, interestingly, lier love for creating art. The 
project uses a "hands on" approach that she has enjoyed in 
courses such as ceramics, sculpture and bookmaking, and 
employs spatial concepts, as well. 
Sullivan identifies a strong connection between art and 
mathematics that perhaps suggests those experiences with LEGO 
building bricks are still influencing her becoming: "The creativity 
in art and math are really very similar," she reflects. "Like art, 
math fits all the pieces together in a way that's eloquent, beautiful 
in a way." 
A 2005 recipient of the Chancellor 's Award and a Scholar of 
the College, Sullivan is working at a camp in the New York 
mountains this summer. Graduate school is probably in the future, 
but first she'll explore career opportunities, especially in the area 
of environmental research that includes field work and analysis . 
Photo above by Peh Ng, associate professor of mathematics: 
Sullivan presented at the Joint National Meeting of the American 
Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Association of 
America in Atlanta, Georgia. LEGO graphic courtesy of LEGO 
Group Communications. 
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Sam Redman: Defined by 
experiences, attitude, outlook 
Below is a conversation with Samuel Redman, Red Wing, the first 
UMM student to secure a coveted internship, working in the area of 
repatriation of American Indian sacred objects, at the Chicago Field 
Museum. He is a 2005 Scholar of the College and received the 
Dimitra G. Memorial Award and the Edith Rodgers Farrell Memo-
rial Award for Undergraduate Research. Published in the journal 
Collections, his paper, "What Self-respecting Museum is Without 
One?: Midwest Museums and Classical Archaeology, 1893-1998," 
earned second place in the Annual National Association for the 
Practice of Anthropology Student Achievement Award competition. 
How did you choose UMM? I'll be honest. I wasn't the most suc-
cessful high school student-C average, spent too much time on 
activities (including goofing off with friends). Things turned around 
when I enrolled in online college general education courses through 
UMM's GenEdWeb. They provided the challenge I needed. 
GenEdWeb ' s Karen Johnson , program associate, and Tom 
McRoberts, Continuing Education director, recognized my poten-
tial and wrote letters of recommendation for me to get into UMM. 
What surprised you about UMM when you arrived? The level of 
interest faculty display towards students and the level of interest 
students display towards studies surprised me. Morris itself doesn't 
exactly overwhelm you with activities, but this can be a blessing or 
a curse. You either learn to make your own fun (which leads to a 
richer, more fulfilling life), or be bored out of your mind. Thank-
fully, I fell on the blessing side. 
Did you know which areas of study you would pursue? I had an 
open mind about majors. Success has a lot to do with attitude. You 
can see General Education requirements as hoops to jump through 
or as opportunities to experience different fields. After two semes-
ters, I declared anthropology and history majors. Two wonderful 
advisors-Julie Pelletier, assistant professor of anthropology, and 
Roland Guyotte, professor of history-encouraged me to follow 
my interests while staying dedicated to each discipline. 
What or whom did you think you'd "become"? A tough question. 
I was uncertain about who I was becoming or where I was going. 
The crazy thing about college is that you rarely come out of it ex-
actly the same person you intended to be. Think about how many 
premed freshmen actually become doctors . People discover they 
are not who they thought they would be. They discover how much 
they love something like art, literature, or history and pursue that 
instead. 
What activities have you been involved in? First semester, I went 
against the Cougar grain and decided not to join clubs or activities 
(much harder than it sounds). This allowed me to focus on develop-
ing my academic life, which was nonexistent in high school. Once 
I figured that out, I plugged in activities . I was a founder of the 
Sociology/Anthropology Society, volunteered for the Red Cross, 
and played intramural soccer and volleyball. 
What sparked your interest 
in repatriation? Dr. Pelletier 
helped me develop a project 
on "Issues in Native Ameri-
can Archaeology." The focal 
point was the Native Ameri-
can Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act. Since the 
1990 law passed, tribes can 
request that sacred objects, 
including human remains, be 
returned. I saw the process in 
action when I interned at the Redman 
Chicago Field Museum. 
Over the past llO years, the Field Museum accumulated hu-
man skeletal remains from around the world, used as a method to 
justify now outmoded ideas of race. A couple years ago, the Haida, 
a British Columbia tribe, requested 80 sets of remains repatriated 
and reburied. The process was recorded as a documentary. The Field 
Museum collections manager who oversaw the repatriation is a clas-
sically trained archaeologist with a very scientific viewpoint. He 's 
also a big, tough boxer with tattoos and earrings. The manager broke 
down in tears when a tribal elder told him that the bones they were 
reburying could have been his grandfather. The manager came to 
grips with the fact that he was dealing with someone's ancestors. 
What has been the greatest gift you've received from UMM? UMM 
isn't an institution that we attend; It is a community that we join. A 
piece of it stays with you. UMM gave me the gift of being a well 
rounded person. I've taken courses, participated in activities and 
been exposed to things that I never would have thought that I would 
have experienced. That is the gift of a liberal arts education. 
How did UMM help you "become" who you are now? Becoming 
who you are is a very organic process. People will disagree and 
claim that watershed events change peoples lives, but I see it more 
like putting together pieces of a puzzle that create identity. I read a 
_book about a musician who couldn ' t decide in which genre he fit. 
He decided to mix blues, folk, and rock & roll. That's what he was. 
Liberal arts education is sort of analogous . You will be exposed to 
Marxist, Capitalist, Hegalians, Kantians, Republicans, Democrats. 
Heck, I've even taken a class from an individual who considers 
himself an Anarchist-but none of these things fully define an indi-
vidual. I could caJl myself Swedish American or African American 
or Native American, but at the end of the day, that is just one part of 
who I am. We are also defined by our experiences, our attitudes and 
outlook. 
What's next on the journey? I' Jl share a secret. I'd like to become a 
BasebaJl Hall of Fame curator. But c' mon, who wouldn ' t? Actually, 
I'm not sure what will be coming up for me. I'm about 95 percent 
certain that I will go to graduate school in the near future-unless 
they get a hold of my high school transcripts. I've been doing a lot 
of reflecting on where I'm going in life, who I am becoming. I'm 
still sorting out these ideas. It is good to have a little doubt. Doubt 
asks you to reevaluate your life. Whatever happens, the UMM com-
munity wiJl form a part of whatever I become. 
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Morris is hours away from a major airport, yet David Robbin, 
Hutchinson, conducted three years of extensive undergraduate 
research on the airline industry from the UMM campus. His work 
exemplifies the power of technology to conduct research from 
just about anywhere. His focus on global alliances illustrates that 
no matter where we call home or where we attend college, we are 
citizens of the world, affected by a global economy. 
When Robbin applied to UMM, he thought he'd study 
computer science, but late in his high school senior year, he 
discovered CNBC. He was intrigued by the cable network's focus 
on global business, financial information and analysis. It became 
apparent that economics would be in his future, but it took him 
awhile to decide which path to take. In his sophomore year, he 
changed his official records four times, finally settling on majors 
in economics and management with an emphasis in global 
business, which allowed him to continue studying another field of 
interest, German. 
Robbin's first research venture as a Morris Academic Partner 
(MAP) assisting Cyrus Bina, professor of economics and 
management, examined the economic implications of the 
emergence of global alliances in the airline industry. Robbin 
notes that deregulation of the airline industry by the Civil 
Aeronautics Board in 1978 radically changed competition, 
service and pricing, and paved the way for global alliances. The 
MAP project involved developing a unique database that utilized 
information from the International Civil Aeronautics 
Organization, Boeing and Airbus to classify aircraft fleets of 
different carriers by various characteristics-age, engine size, and 
range of flight. Robbin 's MAP work is acknowledged in a paper 
that will be published in the Global Economy Journal. 
An excellent MAP experience inspired 
Robbin to apply for a grant through the U of M 
Undergraduate Research Opportunities 
Program (DROP). His UROP project utilizes 
fleet characteristics to explain different carrier 
costs per available seat mile. According to Bart 
Finzel, associate professor of economics and 
management, and Robbin's UROP advisor, Robbin 
"The data and the empirical methodology 
David employed break new research ground." Robbin presented 
his research in April at the National Conference on 
Undergraduate Research held at the Virginia Military Institute 
and Washington and Lee University, in Lexington, Virginia. 
"Faculty research partnerships have been an important part of 
my undergraduate career," states Robbin. "And getting to know 
all my faculty on a first name basis, a very collegial basis, has 
been wonderful." 
In addition to his research projects, Robbin enjoyed UMM's 
music program. He sang baritone in the Concert Choir, took voice 
lessons for three years, and played trumpet in the Concert Band. 
A highlight of his UMM experience is the band 's trip to Germany, 
where he stayed with a family who only spoke German, a good 
test of his second language skills. Robbin also served as an 
orientation group leader and a campus ambassador, and was a 
member of the Student DFL. 
A 2005 Honors Program graduate, recipient of the Chris Berg 
Memorial Award for academic excellence in economics, and a 
Scholar of the College, Robbin will use the summer months to 
debate beginning his career versus a variety of graduate school 
options-law, business administration, economics or finance. 
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Johanna Farmer and Sara Kloek: Engaged citizens, developing leaders 
During spring break 2005, Johanna Farmer, Spearfish, South Dakota, and Sara Kloek, Stillwater, attended the first Middle Eastern 
international conference on women's leadership: "Women as Global Leaders: Educating the Next Generation. " The conference brought 
together nearly 1,000 women from around the world to listen to each others ' stories and learn from international women leaders. Kloek 
and Farmer both received the 2005 Chancellor's Award for academic excellence and contributions to campus life, and the Gieske 
Academic Award. Both have represented UMM well, on campus and beyond. 
What impact did the conference have on your "becoming"? 
Farmer: The conference is just one more piece of this puzzle of 
figuring out who I am going to be. It was an opportunity to apply 
my learning from Morris, and an opportunity to meet women 
from all over the world-all different from each other. It helped 
all of us with breaking down boundaries and dissolving miscon-
ceived notions, especially about Middle Eastern women. We 
learned about what women are doing around the world, and how 
creativity is needed in leadership. 
Kloek: We experienced Arabian hospitality while learning about 
many different women and women's movements. One of the 
highlights of the trip was hearing Gro Harlem Bruntland, former 
prime minister of Norway, speak about the importance of getting 
women involved in politics. We attended various discussions 
relating to leadership, the environment, political corruption, art 
and political mobilization. The conference helped me to formu-
late answers to the "bigger questions" that we discussed in my 
Women and Politics course and to gain a new perspective on the 
Middle East and other countries around the world. It was amazing 
to see things in action that I learned about in class. It's exciting to 
bring this perspective back to the U.S. and share it with others. 
Did you plan to study political science at UMM? 
Farmer: I started out as pre-
law, so political science was 
always part of the plan. I'm 
also a Native American 
studies and theatre major. I 
didn ' t think I'd get so 
involved in costuming. I've 
created all the costumes for 
several shows this past year. 
All three areas of study are 
my passions. Each has 
added to my growth at 
UMM. Theatre added 
confidence, and I'd like to 
eventually go into Native 
American law. 
science and my Spanish major, too. For example, there's much 
intertwining of themes and theories between classes like Women 
in Politics and my Latin Ame1ican Literature class. At some 
point in each semester, all of my classes always seemed to come 
together. 
What's the greatest gift you've received from UMM ? 
Farmer: Knowing that you can be yourself, and that is ok, and 
always finding people who accept, encourage and love you for 
who are. It has defined the path I'm going on. I've done so much 
at UMM, all things that I've loved doing, from the conference in 
Dubai, to designing costumes, to being a student representative 
to the Board of Regents, to vice chair of the Morris Campus 
Student Association, to study abroad in Paris, to an internship in 
Washington, D.C. And I'm not an exception. All UMM students 
have these opportunities. 
Kloek: An education that includes books and papers, but also 
includes people, experiences and different perspectives to view 
the world, views and ideas that you can challenge or embrace. 
What's next on the journey? 
Farmer: I'll be in law school next year studying public interest 
law. I'd like to go back to South Dakota and develop Native 
American public policy 
and programs that will 
provide opportunities to 
study Native American 
history, increase high 
school graduation rates, 
increase college 
attendance, and success-
fully engage citizens. 
Kloek: I registered as an 
elementary education major, 
but at first year student 
orientation I signed up at the 
Student DFL table. That 
changed everything. I find 
politics so exciting. And 
now I easily see a connec-
tion between political 
Dubai is a beautiful, modern city, but Kloek (left) and Farmer also ex-
perienced reminders, like this camel, of its ancient desert culture. 
Kloek: I'm excited to 
travel to Ecuador this 
fall and focus on 
women's issues there 
through the U of M's 
Minnesota Studies in 
International Service. 
Long term goals include 
becoming more 
involved in politics and 
public policy, grassroots 
organizing and empow-
ering people. More 
learning. Finding out 
how the world works. 
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UMM Alumni Association recognizes Lawrence 
with annual award for outstanding teachers 
Lawrence 
Mention daily assignments and some 
college students might groan-not so for 
students in Pareena Lawrence's econom-
ics courses. Their appreciative thanks for 
her unique teaching sty le, which includes 
daily assignments at the end of each 
lecture period, and accolades from her 
colleagues earned Lawrence the honor of 
receiving the 2005 UMM Alumni Association Teaching Award. 
Lawrence, associate professor of economics and manage-
ment, holds fast to three basic teaching principles: treat students 
as active partners in the learning process; communicate high 
academic and personal expectations for students; model and teach 
critical thinking skills . The group exercises she assigns to 
reinforce each day's lecture materials illustrate these tenets. 
Problem solving, discussions, simulations and service learning 
activities provide immediate opportunities to reinforce and to 
apply concepts presented in lecture. 
LaFave House reception planned 
for MAUS all-school reunion 
As a service to the Morris community and to UMM alumni who 
graduated from the Morris Area High School, we are happy to 
announce that MAHS is planning "A Big Welcome Home" all-
school reunion this summer during the week of July 4-10. 
UMM alumni who are in Morris for the reunion are 
especially encouraged to stop at LaFave House for a social 
gathering on Saturday, July 9th from 3:00-5:00 p.m. The dinner 
and program will be held in the UMM Physical Education Center 
beginning at 6:00 p.m., and a dance will follow beginning at 9:00 
p.m. The Prairie Pioneer Days community parade on Sunday, July 
10th at 3:00 p.m. will conclude the week's celebrations. 
Alumni & friends: email addresses wanted 
Do we have your email address? This summer the inaugural 
issue of a UMM email newsletter will be sent to our UMM family. 
Alumni and friends have enthusiastically stated that they want 
to receive campus news electronically. Make sure that we have 
your email address in order to receive the newsletter. 
Have you updated your email address lately? Email our office 
at alumni@morris.umn.edu with your name and email in the text 
area, or visit www.morris.umn.edu/alurnni/alumniRelations and 
choose Update Your Information. 
Young alumni-did you know? Your UMM student email 
accounts are good for at least five years after graduation. Visit 
www.umn.edu/adcs/info/graduate.htrnl for details. 
Privacy-We protect the privacy of our alumni and friends. We 
do not sell or distribute email addresses to non-U of M entities. 
"While these exercises are instrumental in learning the 
material," notes Joshua Hilman '00, Benfield, Inc. senior analyst, 
"they also force students to critically think and develop analytical 
skills . These abilities that were developed in her classes are the 
driving factors in my success in the work place since graduation." 
During the 2005 Honors and Awards ceremony, Lawrence 
thanked: " ... my WONDERFUL students who have given me a lot 
of gray hair but who also fill me with hope that the future will be 
better than today because we are educating them with the right val-
ues of the dignity of all human beings and a vision for a just civil 
society ... my terrific colleagues, which includes everyone who makes 
my job possible, who support and encourage me every single day." 
Lawrence began her UMM career in 1994 after completing a 
Ph.D. in economics at Purdue University in December 1993. She 
earned a master of science in economics at Purdue University in 
1990 and a master of arts in economics in 1989 at the University 
of Delhi in Delhi, India, where she also completed her under-
graduate degree in 1987. 
UMM Alumni Association's 
2005 Midwinter Event includes 
performance by Concert Choir 
Combining the UMM Alumni Association's Annual Midwinter 
Event with the UMM Concert Choir performance at the Minne-
sota Music Educators Association In-Service Clinic proved to be 
an excellent opportunity for a wonderful gathering. 
On February 18, alumni, parents, faculty, staff and friends of 
the campus first gathered at the Minneapolis Hilton for refresh-
ments, conversation and a UMM update. Later, the group moved 
to the Minneapolis Convention Center where they enjoyed an 
excellent performance by the UMM Concert Choir under the 
direction of Ken Hodgson, associate professor of music. 
Above: Patricia Veum-Smith '64 (center) and Tom Smith vis-
ited with Carla Riley '85, interim director of alumni relations 
and annual giving, during the 2005 Midwinter Event reception. 
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Stay in touch! The UMMAA doesn't have to worry about 
these three new alumni being involved in alumni events. Sara 
Kloek '05, Stillwater; Lonnie Bradford '05, Cromwell; and 
Tiffany Riewe '05, Lake Crystal, have been working in the Office 
of Alumni Relations and have helped staff with alumni associa-
tion activities and efforts. They understand the importance of 
staying in touch with the UMMAA. They were presented a UMM 
Alumni Association sweatshirt in recognition of their service. 
Kloek, a Spanish and political science major, will be study-
ing in Ecuador next fall. Bradford is enrolled in the doctorate of 
psychology program at Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Riewe is seeking employment in the management field. 
UMM Alumni Relations and UMM Admissions will host a 
family St. Paul Saints tailgating event on 
Sunday, August 7 at St. Paul's Midway Stadium! 
Families of prospective students, new first year students, 
current students, faculty, staff and alumni are invited. 
We' ll be grilling and mingling before the big game. 
Hot dogs, chips, soda 
and Willie's famous potato salad will be provided! 
The fun starts anytime after 11:00 a.m. 
Game time is 1 :05 p.m. 
For more information, please contact Andy Sharpe in the UMM 
Office of Admissions at sharpea@morris.umn.edu or call 320-
589-6128. If you would like to attend, please contact Andy to 
reserve your general admissions tickets before Tuesday, July 5. 
A message from Carla Riley '85 
interim director of alumni 
relations and annual giving 
Dave Swenson, director of student activi-
ties, came to me a while ago wondering if 
Alumni Relations might be interested in 
helping with the annual student leadership banquet. Dave 
explained that it was an annual appreciation event honoring 
those students who served in leadership roles on campus 
over the past year. Many of these student leaders are seniors 
about to graduate. I told Dave that I would gladly assist with 
the banquet. 
This event afforded me the opportunity to express the 
alumni association 's appreciation to all of the students 
honored that evening for their leadership and commitment to 
UMM. It was also the perfect occasion to welcome those 
seniors who would soon become alumni. At the banquet, it 
was my pleasure to present each graduating senior with a 
UMM alumni t-shirt. I am pleased that events such as this 
connect students and alumni. 
Welcome to all new graduates to the UMM Alumni Associa-
tion! As I told the group present at the banquet, the alumni 
association charges no dues and no fees are assessed. Your 
diploma is your admittance ticket to this illustrious organi-
zation. You will find yourself in very good company! 
(Graduates, check out the letter explaining the UMM 
Alumni Association enclosed with this, your first issue of 
Profile .) 
Finally, I share a bit of a conversation enjoyed with my 
colleague, Alisande Allaben, our database manager. She 
recently visited several college friends some 20 odd years 
after graduation. Naturally, these reconnecting friends 
discussed the paths taken since parting upon graduation. 
Several commented that they still weren ' t sure what they 
wanted to do when they grew up. It became apparent to 
Alisande and to me as we continued to talk about her visit 
with her college friends that alumni have much in common 
with students. We are all ever becoming .... 
Feel free to contact me personally anytime with questions, 
concerns, or just to say hello! I always enjoy hearing from 
alumni and can be reached at 320-589-6394 or 
rileycj @morris.urnn.edu. 
P.S. Don't forget to put the dates for Homecoming 2005 on 
your calendar ... October 21-23! 
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Class NO tes ___________ compiled by Rebekah Deutl '08, Anoka 
Class of '64 
John Gilbert retires July 31 as chairman of 
the board from Thrivent Financial for 
Lutherans after serving more than 40 years 
with the organization. 
Class of '66 
Anita Olson Ronning and husband Ronald 
say: "We spent the last thirty-eight years 
teaching-Montana for twenty-four, Alaska 
for three, and back in Minnesota for eleven. 
We have two children in their twenties, 
numerous dogs and several horses in our 
extended family over the years. We've had 
great friends along the way. The Morris 
campus retains a soft place in my heart. It is 
interesting to me that after all these years, 
several students from this high school have 
Legacy student Ramsay Bohm '05, son 
of Nancy Brown Helsper '76, received 
the 2004-05 UMM United Staff 
Association Scholarship. 
Class of '71 
Stanley Terryll, Brandenton, Florida, 
taught art for 33 years in Chisago Lakes 
and is now semi-retired and single. He has a 
24-piece art show at A.G. Edwards offices, 
works as a designer for a robotic 
entertainment company, volunteers at the 
Florida Gulf Coast Maritime Museum, 
kayaks on the Manatee River, plays guitar 
and sings at the Fogartyville Cafe, runs 
5Ks, flies electric model planes, and is 
raising money to fund a liberal community 
radio station, WSLR, in Sarasota. Stanley 
adds: "I'm having fun!" 
Class of '70 
Linda Eger Lindor was named Cannon 
Falls Teacher of the Year. 
attended UMM. Little did I know that Chuck Bruning was right 
when he predicted that I might be in teaching longer than I 
anticipated, long enough to pay back the student loans before 
going out and getting a 'real job' !" 
Darlene Elgin Olen enjoys volunteering for her church, First 
Lutheran, and the Salvation Army. 
Class of '72 
Class of '67 
Mike Larson has come out of retirement to be the new director at 
the Bonansa Education Center at Big Stone Lake. His job is to 
introduce students from five surrounding schools to 
environmental education. Contact Mike by email at 
mklarson@traversenet.com. 
Della Lawson Conroy was a featured artist at Three Havens 
Artworks in Alexandria and is Prairie Renaissance Cultural 
Alliance Advisory Board president. 
Kay Gjerdingen '65 
Mike and Linda Dingley Derosier, Colville, Washington, 
celebrated their 35th wedding anniversary. They met during 1968 
freshman orientation. Mike is vice 
president-brand manager for the 
QuadraFire stoves and fireplaces for 
Before arriving at UMM as a freshman, Kay Gjerdingen knew 
she wanted a degree in music education. On the other hand, 
"The campus was a big unknown to me, having never been on a 
campus before. I was eager for the adventure of it," says Kay. 
Graduation was a moment of pride and relief. "During my 
senior year, I called home and told my father that I wanted to 
take a year off. He told me to hang in there," remembers Kay. 
She graduated with distinction with a music major, an English 
minor, and a secondary education certificate. 
"UMM was the right amount of challenges, new 
adventures and new relationships at that time in my life. I felt a great amount of 
support and connectedness with my friends, fellow students, and faculty. Later I was 
able to take on even bigger challenges based on my successes at UMM," states Kay. 
Kay went on to get masters and doctorate degrees, and taught at colleges and 
universities as a music education professor and voice teacher. She also directed adult 
and children's church choirs. She is currently an elementary music teacher in the Palm 
Springs Unified School District in Palm Springs, California. Shares Kay: "The feeling 
of connectedness I felt at UMM has never been lost and is one that I continue to seek 
wherever I live." 
Above: Kay Gjerdingen photo from the 1965 Venture 
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Heart & Home Technologies. Linda was 
recognized as the Colville Volunteer of 
the Year. The couple has two married 
daughters living in San Francisco. Email 
them at LDEROSIER@ultraplix.com. 
Class of '73 
Gerald "Jerry" Jesness's book, 
Teaching English Language Learners K-
12, A Quick-Start Guide for the New 
Teacher, is in a second printing. 
Class of '76 
Randall Kelley and wife Rita moved back 
to Seattle. Randall holds a position in the 
scheduling department at King County 
Metro. Their youngest daughter and 
family, live in Olympia, where she attends 
college. Her older sister lives in Portland, 
Oregon, with two sons . She is also 
applying to college, like her younger sister. 
U NIVERSITY OF M INNESOTA M ORRI S 
Randall adds: "Thanks and best wishes to 
all our former UMM classmates, teachers 
and friends!" 
He is a clinician at this year's Greg 
Schwartz Memorial Wrestling Camp 
named in honor of his fe llow Cougar 
athlete. Tom directs the Willmar High 
School wrestling program that has 
produced six individual state champions 
in the past nine years. 
Orvin Leis practices dentistry in Elbow 
Lake. His oldest son graduated from the 
Aerospace program. His oldest daughter 
is accepted to dental school. His 
youngest daughter attends Fergus Falls 
technical school. His youngest son plays 
B team basketball. 
Class of '82 
Bernie Novak is superintendent of the 
Aitkin School District. 
Class of '77 
Mike Gresch enjoys wood carving and 
would like to make a career out of his 
hobby. 
Susan Von Mosch '78, Vicky Jauert '80 and 
Dan Puls '78 enjoyed an informal alumni 
gathering in St. Paul last winter. 
Sarah Sloneker Granger is secretary of 
the Pope County Pheasant Restoration 
organization. 
Class of '83 
Kent Meyers's latest novel, The Work of Dale Brown is a Illinois State Univer-
sity professor and leader in the national K- 12 New P.E. move-
ment- physical education classes that teach students ways to 
burn calories and increase strength and heart rate as opposed to 
focusing on sports skills. 
Wolves, won the 2005 Mountains and Plains Booksellers 
Association Award for adult fiction. It was on The Christian 
Science Monitor 's list of best 2004 novels and selected for the 
2005 One Book South Dakota program by the South Dakota 
Center for the Book. Meyers is an associate professor of English 
at Black Hills State University. 
Class of '78 
Michael Silvernail, Rochester, 
passed away in March 2005 . 
Class of '79 
Grace Lundquist passed away in 
February 2005 . 
Rhoda Schrader Smith is dean of 
Student Affairs at Northern State 
University. 
Class of '80 
Rodman Abbott is science 
advisor to the U.S . Air Force 
Directorate of Strategic Security 
at the Pentagon. He advises the 
Air Force in nuclear weapons, 
directed energy weapons, counter-
proliferation, heavy lift space 
vehicles, and security. 
Bob Mitchell was elected to 
"Fellow" of the American Society 
of Quality in November 2003. 
Class of '81 
Thomas Beyer received the Alan 
Hendrickson Tiger Alumni 
Wrestling Coach of the Year 
Award at the annual post-season 
fete of Mo1Tis-Hancock wrestling. 
Mary K. Martin '75 
As a freshman, Mary entered UMM with the 
anticipation of being a political science major. 
She remembers: "My first class on Monday 
morning at 9:00 a.m. was a poli sci class. By 
9: 15 a.m. , I had decided I wasn' t going to 
major in poli sci." She did finish the class, but 
that was the only political science course she 
took during her UMM career. 
Mary fully enjoyed her interactions with 
UMM faculty and found those experiences to 
be very influential. She worked with Eric 
Klinger, professor of psychology, on his 
research. "When the book based on that Mary Martin receives her diploma in 1975 
research was published, he thanked me and the from Chancellor John Q. Imholte. 
other students in the forward. That's always 
meant a lot to me," states Mary. 
Music was also an important part of Mary's UMM experience. She took a year of 
music theory, learned to play the harpsichord, was an accompanist, and played the trumpet 
in the band. Mary met her husband of 26 years at UMM, Dean Kalmoe '75. 
On Commencement Day 1975, Mary found herself a bit nervous having been chosen as 
the student speaker. "The speech was about the value of a liberal arts education, and it took 
me a long time to write," she remembers. She graduated with a major in psychology and 
then graduated from the U of M School of Law. As "penance" for that graduation speech, 
she is an assistant speech coach at a local high school, in addition to being an attorney for a 
private practice for over 20 years. 
Mary's son, Ryan Kalmoe, is a first year student at UMM. She feels that the UMM 
faculty and staff still care very much about students and their parents just as they did when 
she was a student. She states: "Education is so important in helping us understand the 
people and the things around us." 
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Mary Aarvig Hanson is in her sixteenth year of coaching varsity 
volleyball in Willmar. This season the team had a 27-4 record. 
Class of '84 
Linda M. Kinney, Houston, Texas, finalized the adoption of 
daughter Emily Margaret from Khabarvosk, Siberia, Russia, in 
January 2005. Emily joins brother John Clarke. Linda is senior 
business development manager for IHS Energy Corporation. 
Contact Linda at petrolinda@houston.rr.com. 
Class of '85 
Andrea Beard Conrath and husband Bart welcomed twins 
Griffin and Torrin in April 2004. Andrea states: "Despite being 
two months preemie, the boys have grown fast and are doing 
wonderfully, keeping mom and dad busy but very happy and 
entertained!" 
Class of '86 
Karen Wiese-Thompson played Chick Boyle in the production 
Crimes of the Heart at Pioneer Place on Fifth in St. Cloud in 
February and March. Assistant director of the production was 
Kate Pomerenke '94 and director was Raine Hokan '91. 
Class of '87 
Dan Toop is general manager for Old Broadway in Alexandria. 
Class of '88 
Renae Steiner started a new firm, Gustafson, Gluek and 
Associates. Email Renae at rsteiner@gustafsongluek.com. 
Class of '89 
Tim and Mary Hennen Drake and their five children moved to 
an old farm site north of St. Joseph. Tim recently published his 
third book, Young and Catholic: The Face of Tomorrow's Church. 
Eric Berglin '85 
Steve Lang is news and publications director at Sul Ross State 
University. 
Alan Olness retired from the USDA Agriculture Research Service 
in January 2005 after serving for over 37 years. 
Class of '90 
Jana Schapekahm Piotter has been married for ten years and has 
four wonderful children ages seven, six, four and two. They live 
on a farm near Jeffers. Jana is a self-employed guardian/ 
conservator. Email Jana at jpiotter@swwnet.com. Jana asks: 
"Sally Scribner, where are you?" 
Class of '91 
Teresa Henriksen Daly passed away in April 2005 . 
Ann Klein Fritz and older brother Adam and sister Nora 
welcomed baby Claire Jane in November 2004. 
Sharon Widmer Papiernik, an Agricultural Research Service soil 
scientist, was named the ARS Midwest Area Early Career 
Scientist for 2004. 
Class of '92 
Marcus and Erica Gaarder Miller '91, St. Cloud, have two 
children, Ian (4) and Anna (16 mo.). Marcus works in the Stearns 
County attorney's office, and Erica is a social worker at Oak Hill 
Community School. 
Carol Raw is St. Francis Heath Services director of nursing home 
operations/finance. 
Mike Weatherly is golf professional and manager of operations at 
The Crossings at Montevideo. 
Class of '93 
Eric, a lieutenant federal police officer, supervises twenty-seven 
officers in the Operations and Communications Center in 
Washington, D.C. As an incoming freshman at UMM, Eric looked 
forward to being on his own, learning new things and meeting new 
friends. He reflects: "I had to learn to be more outgoing and to go 
up to people and introduce myself. I made a point of getting to 
know people and learning about them. I also learned to interact 
with people who were from different backgrounds, different races, 
different beliefs, etc." 
Kim Jones is booking agent for 
Chocolate Chips Theatre 
Company, a family theater 
company based in Chicago, in 
addition to running Twenty-Five 
Seven Concierge Services 
business. Contact Kim at 
kjones l 969@excite.com. 
Mary Zabinski Kaeter and 
husband Jan married in September 
2004 and live in St. Joseph. 
On commencement day, Eric had mixed feelings: "I was happy 
to be graduating in four years, but I missed having my mother there 
for my graduation. She passed away from cancer that March, and I knew she wanted to be 
there to see me graduate. I went through graduation with a lot of pride for what I had 
accomplished." 
Eric graduated with a political science major. "I think the college experience gives 
you a base to build off of in handling life and what is thrown at you. The time you spend 
with people at college is just as important as what you learn in class. UMM was an 
experience that I will never forget." 
Above: Eric Berglin's photo from the 1985 Cougar yearbook 
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Tony Olson writes: "Hello! I have 
recently transplanted to the West 
Coast and am living large in San 
Francisco. I shoot virtual tours for 
real estate listings and work for an 
event design company. Email me 
at tony@robertfountain.com." 
Darren Selberg says: "2004 was a big year. 
I quit my Campbell Mithun job to become a 
freelance marketing analyst. I'm now 
president of DataGuy, Inc. We moved in 
December to a house on the 48th and 
Chicago area of Minneapolis . Paige 
Josephine joined sister Lillian (21 mo.) in 
March 2005. Visit our website at http:// 
home.earthlink. net/ ~sel bergs/." 
Becca Starr completed her Ph.D. in 
developmental psychology at the U of M, 
Twin Cities. She is a professor at Franklin 
and Marshall College in Lancaster, Penn. 
Email her at rebecca.starr@fandm.edu. 
Class of '94 
Rick Lockwood, Mounds View, is a proud 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS 
Janet Ahern, professor emeritus of mu-
sic, enjoyed 1992 graduate Ann Michels's 
performance in Anything Goes at the 
Chanhassen Dinner Theatres. 
Class of '98 
Kurt and Deaynn Allen Brausen '99, 
Blaine, married in March 2004. 
Anna Larson hosted "Weekly Reader" on 
KMSU 89.7, The Maverick, in Mankato 
for a year. The radio show hosts local 
writers. Anna also coordinated a six-
person art show at the 410 Studio. Email 
Anna at larson_a@yahoo.com. 
Melissa Maloney is a new associate 
focusing on real estate law for the 
Fryberger, Buchanan, Smith and Frederick 
law firm. Melissa served as judicial law 
clerk for the Honorable Carol Person '73 
from 2002-2004. 
father of a son (7). "I had a renaissance of sorts in the last two 
years. I have been fortunate to voice many radio commercials 
(thanks KUMM!), appear in a few television commercials, am a 
recently published author, and according to my most recent 
physical OFFICIALLY grew ONE INCH in height since 
graduating from college! I enjoy spending my free-time with a 
surprisingly large number of UMM alumni in the Twin Cities!" 
Shannon Maurer Robinson works in public relations and events 
coordination for Midwest Wireless. Shannon is co-chair for the 
Twin Rivers Center for the Arts. 
Class of '95 
Charles McBroom moved back to the Chicago area for a new 
job in May 2005. Contact him at DrMcBroom04@hotmail.com. 
John Alberts was named the Austin, Minnesota 's Education 
Association's Teacher of the Year. 
Andrea VanEngelenhoven graduated with a master of fine arts 
in 2001 from Western Michigan University and taught part-time 
for WMU for three years. She's employed as an art instructor at 
Coastal Carolina Community College in Jacksonville, North 
Carolina. Andrea states: "If you find yourself on the way to the 
southeastern coast of Rachel Brand, US.assistant attorney general, received the Attorney 
General's Award for Excellence for her efforts to improve 
department counterterrorism and counterintelligence policies. 
North Carolina, look 
meup." 
Chris Rausch) works as 
corporate and securities counsel at 
General Mills in Minneapolis. 
Email at rauschl@yahoo.com. 
Class of '97 
Bryce Anderson works for 
Schmidt Chiropractic Center in 
Norwood Young America. 
Dave and Jen Myhr Leflar '95, 
Plymouth, welcomed their first 
child, Benjamin Myhr Leflar, 
born in March 2005. Dave is sales 
manager with Wine Merchants. 
Jen just ended a Notes 
development contract and is 
spending time with Ben. 
Michelle Nahorniak lives in 
Murcia, Spain, with husband 
Louis and sons Alexander (2) and 
Maxwell (3 mo.). 
Chad Bounds '95 
When Chad Bounds arrived at UMM in the early 
90s, he was a bit nervous about surviving the 
academic challenges but also excited to be on his 
own. He appreciated UMM's small, intimate 
learning community and states: "UMM allowed 
students like me to be involved in several activities, 
including collegiate sports, academic groups, resident life, and faith-based organizations. I 
met a wide variety of people, many having a strong influence on my development." 
Chad, a physics major, wasn't sure what he would do in the "real world" following 
graduation, but he found his way to the electrical engineering program on the U of M Twin 
Cities campus. He notes: "The knowledge base that I had in the foundation courses of 
mathematics (calculus, linear algebra, discrete, differential equations) and physics (electrody-
namics, optics) allowed me to succeed in my engineering coursework." 
Chad is a senior electrical engineer for Medtronic in the Cardiac Rhythm Management 
Quality area. "I provide engineering support for the Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator 
product line to field personal," he shares. 
"Thursday nights at the Met with friends during senior year, being really excited when a 
good movie finally came to town, late nights in the Science building basement, TMC, Food 
Service, and Library fourth floor" are a few of Chad's favorite UMM memories. 
Above from left: Bryan Bolwahnn, Aaron Paleen and Chad Bounds on Commencement 
Day 1995 
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Class of '99 
Paul and Jill Druley Brown and daughter 
Aslynn (2) welcomed twins, Marcus and 
Bennett, in February 2005. Email them at 
jilldalenb@hotmail.com. 
Kandee Normandin writes: "So when are 
we getting together soccer club junkies and 
pals???? Let me know if next Homecoming 
works for anyone. I'm up for a visit to our 
alma mater! Hello to all!" Email her at 
soccerchunk@yahoo.com. 
Nicole Richie, sitting behind them on a 
Greyhound bus wearing a black leather 
coat and pink scarf. Danaj worked with 
Disney and Kodak for Mickey Mouse's 
100th Birthday Celebration, as well as 
Raven from the Disney Channel show, 
"That's So Raven." She also worked on X-
Men 3. Danaj is a freelance producer at 
FOX News Channel in Washington, D.C. 
Matt Shea is assistant video director for the 
Washington Redskins. 
Joy Loughry married Jo Spear in October 
2004. They are working as a hydro-
geologist and a civil engineer, respectively, 
in the Milwaukee area. 
Janet Ahern, professor emeritus of mu-
sic, enjoyed visiting with Karin 
Wolverton '97 after her performance in 
Donizetti's Maria Padilla. Wolverton Greg "G" Marn graduated from the 
performed this spring in Carmen, also a North Dakota State School of Pharmacy in Debra Smith is senior research specialist for 
biomedical engineering at Emery University. Minnesota Opera production. May 2005 and will move to the Twin 
Andrew and Michelle Spartz Stockinger welcomed baby Elena 
Therese in December 2004. Andrew and Michelle are job hunting, 
hoping to move back to the Minneapolis area this summer. 
Miranda Swanson married Paul Muscha, Jr. in July 2004. They 
make their home in Kindred, North Dakota. Contact Miranda at 
mmuscha@fdic.gov. 
Chris Wenner was in the Philippines for Balikitan 2005, where 
soldiers from the 142nd Engineer Combat Battalion (Heavy) 
assisted the Armed Forces of the Philippines to construct two 
schools in San Buenaventura, Laguna, Philippines. Chris notes: 
"It was another incredible experience, working 'shoulder to 
shoulder' with some great people-now friends." 
Class of '00 
Neil and Janelle Alvstad-Mattson make their home in Davis, 
California, where Neil is studying for a Ph.D. in horticulture. Neil 
finished his third year of teaching for an educational Japanese 
horticulture exchange program for the University of California 
Extension. Janelle works as Seismic Computer Management 
office manager. They are involved in an alternative Christian 
worship service, www.DavisCrossings.org. They eventually plan 
to move back to Minnesota but enjoy the California sunshine and 
encourage friends to look them up. Reach Janelle at 
JanelleAM@yahoo.com or Neil at Neil_Mattson@yahoo.com. 
Rizpah Butler-Brannon is a trial attorney in Tampa, Florida. 
Contact Rizpah at butlerri@yahoo.com. 
Emily Utoft Durand is assistant director for InformeDesign, a 
clearinghouse for design and human behavior research based in 
the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities' Department of Design, 
Housing, and Apparel. Emily lives in St. Paul with husband Scott. 
Danaj Edmond appeared in XXX-State of the Union, starring Ice 
Cube, Samuel L. Jackson and Willem Dafoe, was also in the last 
episode of "The Simple Life: Interns" with Paris Hilton and 
Cities this summer to work as a pharmacist 
for CVS. Email Greg at Gregory.Marn@ndsu.edu. 
Jennifer Mathews is operations manager at Anderson 
Entrepreneurial Center. 
Eric Refsell and Hannah Friedrich married in June 2004 after 
living in the Utah desert for the last two years. They celebrated 
their honeymoon by canoeing the Mississippi River from Lake 
Itasca to New Orleans. The couple is back in the Twin Cities 
where Eric builds timberframe houses and Hannah produces 
gourmet-baked goods. Hannah will be attending graduate school 
in the fall for agronomy. Contact them at erefsell@yahoo.com or 
hannahfriedrich@yahoo.com. 
Class of '01 
Joe and Heidi Carlson Bartos, Forest Lake, married in December 
2001. Joe is an elementary teacher and junior high football coach in 
the Roseville school district. Heidi is with the Cargill Animal 
Nutrition Innovation/Research Center in Elk River. 
Robert Fitzgerald plans to run for U.S. Senate. "I am running 
because I believe party politics have compromised Minnesota 
interests," says Robert. See: www.votefitzgerald.org. 
Brian Friedrichs serves in Operation Iraqi Freedom with A Co 
1-194. Brian states: "I want to wish everyone the best. Keep all 
the soldiers here in your prayers." 
Andrew Hippert is an associate for the law firm Babcock, 
Neilson, Mannella, Klint, PLPP. Andrew joined the team with his 
admission to the Minnesota Bar in October 2004. 
Nathan Rooney is pastor at Harvest Community Church in 
Fargo, North Dakota. 
Nora Sandstad is a social studies teacher for the Twin Cities 
Jewish Middle School in St. Louis Park. 
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Class of '02 
Nate LaCoursiere, Dan Dragland '99, 
Travis Freudenberg '00, and Josh Roeser 
'99, won the battle of the bands 
competition, Cafe Clash, at Hard Rock Cafe 
in Minneapolis in March 2005 and will play 
there throughout the summer. 
Monica Gerberding of Widseth Smith 
Nolting has been elected to the Geographic 
Information Systems/Land Information 
Systems Consortium Board. 
Kristen Meyer plans to graduate in June 
2005 from Indiana University, Bloomington 
with a master of library sciences. She plans 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS 
Send Class Notes to: 
Carla Riley 
interim director of alumni 
relations and annual giving 
UMM 
123HFA 
600 East Fourth Street 
Morris, Minnesota 56267-2132 
alumni@morris.umn.edu 
The next deadline is: 
August 1, 2005 
firefighter and first responder. Email at 
travis.ryder@northlandcollege.edu. 
John Walz and Amanda Woodle '04 
married in July 2004. 
Class of '04 
Brendan Brandt played Macbeth in an 
adaptation of Shakespeare's play at the 
Artists' Shakespeare Festival. 
Kate DeWenter is a member of Rho Chi 
Pharmacy Honor Society. 
Cory and Katie Gravalin Jendro '02 
welcomed baby Lily Maya in January 2004. 
to intern with the Indianapolis Museum of Art and IU's digital 
imaging program and hopes to move back to Minnesota in the fall. Sara Mennen is an in-home skills development counselor for 
Counseling Services of Southern Minnesota. Email her at: 
Kirsten Myren works for Big Stone Therapies, Inc., providing 
physical therapy services at the Madison Hospital. 
OOOsmennen@counseling-services.org. 
Wendy Reuer is a staff writer for the Woodbury Bulletin. 
Joey Patterson, Jacksonville, Florida, is a web developer for The 
Main Street America Group, a property and casualty insurance 
company. Contact Joey via email atjoey_patterson@yahoo.com. 
Nate Riveness moved from Santa Barbara, California, to the 
Washington, D.C. area to begin a career as a court reporter. 
Contact him by email at n_riveness@hotmail.com. 
Carrie Ryan interned at the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference office in St. Paul. Carrie attends the University of 
Wisconsin, Lacrosse, where she is working towards a masters in 
athletic administration. Class of '03 
Paul and Joy Lichtsinn Bjordahl '02 
married in May 2004. 
Amanda Bomstad received the 
Minnesota School Counselors 
Association 's 2005 Potential School 
Counselor Scholarship. 
Sara Flieder Gronfeld is manager of the 
Traverse County Soil and Water 
Conservation District in Wheaton. She 
serves as vice president of the Traverse 
County Pheasants Forever organization, 
plays flute for the church choir, and helps 
with the Traverse County 4-H program. 
Joseph Hoffmann, Sleepy Eye, is a 
member of Minnesota Conservation Corps. 
Rosie Kimball is a U of M master of fine 
arts candidate in printmaking. She had an 
exhibit of her work at the Winona Arts 
Center gallery in February 2005 . 
Travis Ryder manages a college/commu-
nity radio station, Pioneer 90.1, in Thief 
River Falls. He bought a fixer-upper house 
in a town nearby, where he is a volunteer 
There were no scratches on the camera lens, no flaws in the film, no errors in develop-
ing. That's SNOW you see streaking through this photo of "the boys of summer" who 
gathered to play in the annual alumni baseball game on April 30. The following hardy 
souls braved the elements to play their favorite sport, back row from left: Jeff Michel 
'04, South St. Paul; Announcer Rusty Kath '04, Buffalo; Matt Witte '98, Andover; 
Andy Meissner '01, St. Paul; Brent Meissner '04, Brandon; Ed Cox '01, Maple Lake; 
Jake Schmidt '03, Rochester; front row from left: Coach Don Goracke; Ryan 
Stotesbery '98, St. Cloud; David Schaefer '00, Hutchinson; Nate Brinkman '01, Moun-
tain Lake; Tony Schuster '02, St. Paul; Luke McLain '97, Ham Lake; Dan Starken 
'00, St. Paul; John Severson '03, Clitherall; and Coach Mark Fohl. 
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Athletics update 
-Mark Fohl, director of athletics 
Nearly two years after discussions 
began, the construction of a new football 
stadium has become a reality. The 
legislature approved the U of M's 
request for funding for a new UMM 
facility. An architect will be selected 
soon, and the final design will be 
completed shortly thereafter. The 
location will be south of the PE Center. It will feature artificial 
turf and appropriate lighting to accommodate evening games 
played by the Morris Area School District, full partner in the 
project. Projected completion is late summer 2006. 
It has been a busy and successful spring for Cougar 
sports. The men's tennis team won their first UMAC confer-
ence championship, and the baseball team qualified for the 
conference baseball tournament. In addition to regular home 
events, UMM hosted the conference championship track and 
field meet and the conference softball tournament. Both were 
successful events. 
Three coaches will be leaving UMM. All have been 
excelJent coaches, and we would like to wish them good luck. 
Jim Hall, head women's basketball coach, accepted a position 
at Fresno Pacific. Rob Sarvis, football defensive coordinator, 
accepted a position at South Dakota State. Rebecca Witters 
'04, assistant soccer coach, accepted a position in Georgia. 
Searches for replacements will begin soon. Inquiries are 
welcomed. 
The transition from NCAA II to NCAA ill, which will be 
completed in 2007, is progressing smoothly, and we are happy 
with the progress being made in the Upper Midwest Athletic 
Conference. We continue to work to become regionally and 




July 8 at 11:00 a.m. 
UMM athletes receive 
All-Conf ere nee Honors 
Academic Honors-Basketball: Kay 
Saager '06, Poynette, Wis. Baseball: 
Austin Krohn '06, Pierz; Shawn O'Neil 
'06, East Grand Forks, N.D.; Thomas 
Smolensky ' 06, Buffalo Softball: Rachel 
Beckman '05, Dassel; Rosalynn Johnson '07, St. 
Paul ; Bret Mayer '05, Minot, N.D.; Katie Taylor '05, Stillwater; 
Steph Tomte ' 06, Verndale; Monica Wenzel '05, Bloomington 
Women's Track: Nicole Gallager '05, Buffalo; Brianna Johnson 
'06, Sartell; Alicia Mendez ' 06, Menomonee Falls, Wis.; Christy 
Meyer '06, St. Josepth; Leah Webinger '05 , LaCrescent Men's 
Track: Jeremy Benson '05, North Canyon, Ariz.; Kyle Schwartz 
'06, New Ulm Women's Tennis: Whitney Anderson '05, Red Wing 
Men's Basketball-Brendan McNally '07, Lindstrom; Matt 
Stenehjem '07, Grand Forks, N.D.; David Holler ' 05, Chanhassen, 
honorable mention ; Adam Sullivan '05, Dilworth ; honorable 
mention and all-defensive team 
Women's Basketball-Morgan Chatmon '07, Omaha, Neb. 
Women's Track-Ashley Wintheiser ' 07, Lino Lakes; Brianna 
Johansen '06, Sartell; Kimeshia Daniels '05, Chicago, Ill.; Ashley 
Janssen '07, Round Lake; Alicia Mendez '06, Menomonee Falls, 
Wis .; Ranae Faaborg ' 06, Garden City, Iowa; Ellie Krueger '07, 
Maple Plain 
Men's Track-Brian Perrault '06, North Branch; Kyle Schwartz 
'06, New Ulm; Michael Fragodt '07, Sauk Rapids 
Women's Softball-Nicole Rettig ' 07, Carlos; Brittany Kill ' 08, 
Chokio, honorable mention 
Geneva Golf Club at 4181 Geneva Golf Club Drive in Alexandria 
Four man scramble. All skill levels welcome. 
Men's Baseball-Joe 
Fayden '06, Great Falls, 
Mont. , first team; Shawn 
O ' Neil '06, East Grand 
Forks, N.D. , second team; 
Greg Roth ' 08, Cold 
Spring, second team; Jeff 
Wold '05, Rapid City, S.D., 
second team; Nick Hervin 
'08, Cold Spring, Honor-
ab le Mention; Adam 
Torkelson '07, Litchfield, 
honorable mention; Andy 
Walker '05, Wasilla , 
Alaska, honorable mention $100 registration fee for 18 holes of golf and cart, complimentary gift, post-golfing feast 
Proceeds benefit Cougar football. 
Qm.tact Coach Ken Crandall at crandaka@mrs.umn.edu or 320-589-6432 for more information. Registration 
to1lls can be found at www.mrs.umn.edu/athletics/football. Photo courtesy of Geneva Golf Club 
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Men's Tennis-Jon Lang 
' 05 , Melrose; Adam 
Mathwig '08, Litchfield 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS 
Men's tennis earns 
first UMAC title 
The UMM men 's tennis team defeated the regular season 
champion, the College of St. Scholastica, to win the 2005 Upper 
Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) post-season tournament 
title in St. Paul in May. The title came after a tough 5-4 loss to 
St. Scholastic the day before in which the Saints edged the 
Cougars by one point. 
Front row from left: Mattie Lasch '05, New Prague; Sean 
Gremmels '07, Glenwood; Daan Nayar '05, Savage; Jon Lang 
'05, Melrose; Back row: Coach Corey Phelps; Adam Mathwig 
'08, Litchfield; Josh Grove '05, Grey Eagle; Adam Luebke '07, 
Albert Lea; Corey Kelzenberg '08, Fridley; Not pictured: Eric 
Wietgrefe '05 St. Paul 
Saturday, May 7, was a different story. Winning individual 
titles in four singles flights and one doubles flight, the Cougars 
totaled 21 points compared to 19 for the Saints. " The team knew 
all year that they had a shot at edging out Scholastic," states 
Coach Corey Phelps. "They were disappointed by the conference 
loss, but determined to give it all they had on Saturday. To pull it 
off was a great way to finish the season. We had a great year, but 
this was the icing on the cake. I'm extremely happy for them." 
The victory marked the fust post-season UMAC tournament 
championship for the Cougars. 
Completing their Cougar athletic careers are seniors Mattie 
Lasch, New Prague; Jon Lang, Melrose; Eric Wietgrefe, St. Paul; 
Daan Nayar, Savage; and Josh Grove, Grey Eagle. 
Men's basketball wins UMAC tourney 
Playing their best game of the 2004-05 
season, the UMM men's basketball team 
defeated regular season champion 
Northwestern College to win the Upper 
Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) 
post-season tournament. 
"Winning the UMAC Conference 
Tournament capped off a very successful 
season for the Cougar men 's basketball 
team," states Coach Paul Grove. "We 
played great basketball that weekend 
beating Presentation by 20 and North-
western by 17. I was happy for our four 
seniors-Adam Sullivan, Josh Grove, 
Adam Girtman and Dave Holler-to go 
out on such a winning note. Our returning 
players now know what it is like to win a 
big game and that should help us in our 
upcoming seasons as we attempt to string 
a few conference championships to-
gether." 
For the championship UMAC game, 
the UMM Cougars were 53 percent from 
the field, 57 percent from three point 
range, and 81 percent from the free throw 
line. Matt Stenehjem ' 07, Grand Forks, 
North Dakota, received most valuable 
player honors for the UMAC post-season 
conference tournament. 
UMAC tournament champions Front row from left: David Holler '05, 
Chanhassen; Kyle Hoium '08, Osakis; Adam Sullivan '05, Dilworth; Adam Girtman 
'05, Prior Lake; James Carr '07, Barnesville; BrentDurensky '07, Barnesville; Mitch 
McGuire '08, Annandale Center row: Aaron Thompson, assistant coach; Jim 
Gremmels, assistant coach; Rick Rose, assistant coach; Matthew Stenehjem '07, Grand 
Forks, N.D.; Brendan McNally '07, Lindstrom; Josh Grove '05, Grey Eagle; Jon Lang 
'05, Melrose, assistant coach; Paul Grove, head coach Back row: Brooks Newton '08, 
Tyler; Kevin Cunniff '07, Alexandria; Corey Kelzenberg '08, Fridley 
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Willis Kelly Award: 
Mari Sandom 
Mari Sandom '05, a management major 
with an emphasis in human resources, 
received the 2005 Willis Kelly Award. 
Her accomplishments include: two time 
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference 
(NSIC) All-Conference First Team, NSIC 
All-Tournament team, two time UMAC 
All-Conference First Team, UMAC 
Player of the Year, UMM all-time leading 
scorer, and National Collegiate Athletic 
Association 40-40 club-only the seventeenth person to achieve 
this status. In 2004 she was fourteenth in the nation for points per 
game and twenty-third in the nation for assists per game. In 2003 
Mari was fourth in the nation for points per game, sixth in the 
nation for assists per game, and tenth in the nation for goals per 
game. 
"I chose to attend UMM because of soccer," she says. "T)le 
team was in its beginning years, and the future looked good for 
the team. I thought that I could help with their success." 
Mari enjoyed her college career in Morris and loved 
attending athletic events, hanging out with friends and going out 
on weekends. For now, she plans to seek employmeqt but plans to 
attend graduate school for a masters in business administration 
within a few years. Mari reminds her fellow UMMers: "Your 
college years fly by. Make the most of them ... GO COUGS! ' 
Senior Honor Athlete: 
Jon Lang 
Jon Lang '05, a sports management major 
with minors in mathematics, management 
and statistics, earned a 3.38 grade point 
average. The 2005 men's Honor Athlete 
started in tennis for three years, started in 
basketball for two years, and served as 
basketball team captain. He received 
UMAC's most valuable tennis player and 
all-conference honors. 
Prior to his UMM career, Jon attended a junior college until 
he received a call from men's basketball head coach, Paul Grove. 
"I had heard good things about UMM as a school, and since I 
wanted to continue playing basketball, it seemed like a good fit," 
Jon explains. "I visited the campus within a week and applied the 
minute I got home. It has been everything I could have asked for." 
Jon fully enjoyed having the ability to play more than one 
sport, something he said he would not be able to do at a larger 
college. His favorite UMM memory is "going six for six with five 
threes in my final collegiate basketball game." He' ll also remem-
ber good times enjoyed with his roommates. Jon is currently 
seeking employment in the sports management field and may 
attend graduate school in the future. 
Arnold Henjum Award: 
Donnay Green 
Donnay Green '05, a speech 
communications major, received the 2005 
Arnold Henjum Award. Donnay excelled 
at UMM. His accomplishments during the 
2004 season include: team captain, team 
MVP, Upper Midwest Athletic 
Conference (UMAC) MVP and All-
Conference, and All Midwest Third 
Team. Donnay is the UMM record holder 
for most rushing touchdowns in a game, 
season and career, most rushing yards in a game, most rushing 
yards in a career, and most carries in a game. His 2003 highlights 
include: 2003 Football All-American Third Team, UMAC All-
Conference, and team MVP. 
"I liked playing football," states Donnay, "because of always 
knowing that the program would tum around. I like giving more, 
helping the team. I like the competitive drive football gives me." 
While Donnay 's UMM football experience is memorable, he 
notes that he chose to attend UMM because of UMM's high 
academic reputation and for the experience of a small community. 
"I like the feeling of contribution to the University and having a 
bigger role and impact here. I wouldn't have that kind of effect at 
a large~ unif ersity," he adds . 
porinay has accepted a position as a financial sales associate 
at Thrivent Financial for Lutherans in Minneapolis. 
Senior Honor Athlete: 
Kay Saager 
Kay Saager '05, a double major in 
management and Spanish, minor in 
economics, received the 2005 women's 
Honor Athlete Award. She graduates a 
year early with a 3.96 grade point 
average, with high distinction, and as a 
member of the UMM Honors Program. 
Kay was a three-year starter in 
basketball, a two time Academic All-
Conference, an Honorable mention All-UMAC performer, and 
team captain. 
Saager loves basketball: "I love the team spirit and the ability 
to work hard every single day. I like learning new plays, traveling 
and meeting other athletes." Kay chose to attend UMM because 
of the opportunity to play basketball at an institution recognized 
for its academic excellence. She enjoyed UMM's recruiting 
process and was impressed with the beautiful campus and the 
small, intimate campus community. UMM was a great 
combination for Saager's academic and athletic interests. 
Reflecting on her time at UMM, Kay states: "I've been very 
involved and very happy at UMM. It 's is a wonderful university. I 
have nothing but great memories." 
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